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Thus, first of all, the story gives an example of a perfect heroine of the people, a maiden that was respected not
only by those that knew her and saw her brave heart and her pure spirit, but also by all the following
generations that remembered her name. All in all, not bad. Mulan proceeds to demonstrate that you are
capable of anything if you have motivation and strong core beliefs. However, the story is to be found in
different versions that are, for their most part, dissimilar and adapted to the particular tradition of each tribe.
With that serious character throughline at its heart, the movie invites us along for some satisfying, even campy
fun. Cited: Erdoes, Richard and Alfonso Ortiz. The Warrior Maiden gets back to the true core of Mulan.
Superheroes are always a little simplistic, a little too larger-than-life. To go into a thorough analysis I would
need to commit many more spoilers, so perhaps another time. Aliquipiso literally saves her people from dying
of hunger, during a war with their most dangerous enemies, the Mingos. She professes a somewhat cheesy
credo. Or have you already? Humans fight wars of their own volition. Will she be able to trust Wolfgang to
help? The up-dos alone in this movie are worth the price of admission. The plot of the story becomes thus very
symbolic: the enemies are destroyed with the help of the maiden that lures them to the secret and inaccessible
hidings of the Oneidas, by crushing them with giant rocks fell from the mountain top. The legend has a great
significance for the history and the culture of the Iroquois and of the Oneida people especially. Destroy them!
After some resistent fuss from her queen mother Connie Nielsen , Diana begins to train. Diana comes upon
Steve recovering from his battle wounds in an awesome, multi-level, Amazonian hot tub. The legend thus
demonstrates the importance of the female cult for the Native Americans, to the extent that these people have
created a mythology to explain female braveness. It would have enriched the story even more if she had
included some details of her ancestry and culture which I felt were lacking. Thus, obviously, this is her
moment to find Ares and stop war forever. The symbolism shows conflict between characters through the use
of the colour red.


